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PRESS RELEASE 

Rhodes, 30 June 2008 Ref : CRPMCOM080022 
 

REGIONAL DISCUSSIONS ON COHESION, AGRICULTURE, 
FISHERIES AND ENERGY HAVE BEEN HELD IN RHODES 

Charalampos Kokkinos, Secretary General of the South Aegean Region, hosted the Conference of 
Peripheral Maritime Regions (CPMR) Political Bureau1 held in Rhodes on 27th June 2008. 

The future of EU territorial cohesion, agriculture, fisheries, and energy were the main issues of the 
meeting, which was chaired by Claudio Martini, President of Tuscany and of the CPMR, in the presence of 
Yiannis Papathanassiou, Deputy Minister for Finance and Economy and Yannis G. Valinakis, Deputy 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, of Greece. 

A Technical Paper2 on territorial cohesion was presented to define the concept of territorial cohesion 
and how it can be put into practice in today’s Europe. It anticipates the publication of the Green Paper, 
foreseen for September 2008. “Any political decision on territorial cohesion at EU level”, said Mr Martini, “must 
be preceded by a reflection on the choice of indicators and the priority given to each of them. This is at the very basis of 
the diagnosis of territorial disparities and must therefore reflect political priorities. What mechanisms exist to promote 
interregional solidarity? Which criteria does the EU use in allocating regional appropriations? What measures exist for 
territories with permanent handicaps? How do these criteria apply in terms of the different EU policies?” According 
to Mr Martini, a constructive political debate can only begin by answering these vital questions for the 
future of the EU. The CPMR hopes that the European Commission will open a sufficiently long consultation 
period for the Green Paper to enable all relevant players to contribute. The CPMR will certainly prepare a 
written reaction during the consultation period. Claudio Martini finally expressed his deep concern at the 
absence of a clear position from the European Commission on maintaining a regional policy which involves 
all the Regions of Europe in EU policy guidelines. “The principle of political solidarity,” Mr. Martini continued, 
“highlighted by José Manuel Durao Barroso on the 20th anniversary of cohesion policy, must be reflected in practice 
taking forward and developing EU regional policy. Solidarity and competitiveness are not alternatives: on the contrary, 
the principle of cohesion helps to step up the efforts required to ensure competitiveness” 

The future of agriculture was also included the debates. “Towards a CPMR Contribution on the Reform 
of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)” is the Paper3 approved by the CPMR Member Regions.  They 
believe that agricultural and food policy should remain a common policy in light of the strategic importance 
of farming, and food industries for Europe and in light of the need to maintain a territorial balance of 
production and the vital importance of compensating for market failures. Moreover, Regions should be 
considered as main actors in adapting the CAP to all EU territories.  

The Regions also expressed great concern regarding the current situation of the European fisheries 
sector. Therefore, the CPMR Political Bureau asks for a more flexible interpretation on the mechanisms 
governing state aid. According to Claudio Martini “the current crisis is more than just a crisis within the 

                                                           
1 The college of Member Regions from each country nominates one of their number as a representative to the Political Bureau, as well as a substitute 
member. They have a two-year term. The Political Bureau meets twice a year. It proposes policy guidelines for the Conference and implements the 
decisions adopted by the General Assembly. 
2 All working documents are available on http://www.crpm.org/index.php?act=6,1,2,66 
3 All working documents are available on http://www.crpm.org/index.php?act=6,1,2,66 
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industry; it is above all a social crisis with significant human consequences. Whereas the EU does not have competences 
in the “social” field, the Member States should be given the capacity to use the means at their disposal and the 
instruments made available to them in a more flexible way”. 

Energy was the last main issue of the Rhodes’ meeting. The CPMR approved a Policy Position 
Paper4 indicating that the fight against climate change should be based on a change of attitude in people’s 
habits, by promoting energy efficiency, diversifying the energy mix, disassociating economic development 
from CO2 production, and implementing decentralised energy schemes. The CPMR also considers that any 
policy designed to promote sustainable energy requires the strong involvement of local and regional 
authorities. Moreover, as renewable energy sources are the necessary responses to the climate change 
challenge, they should be considered as a priority in the future EU Financial Perspectives and also in the 
next Cohesion Policy discussion launched by the Commission’s upcoming Green Paper. The Policy Position 
Paper proposes a Directive on the promotion of renewable energy sources, a decision to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions up to 2020, and a Directive on the geological storage of carbon dioxide. Moreover, it amends 
Directive 2003/87/EC to improve and extend the EU Greenhouse Gas Emission Trading Scheme (EU ETS). 
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4 All working documents are available on http://www.crpm.org/index.php?act=6,1,2,66 


